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“How the world of financial services will look in 2021 and beyond.”

Watch the video:
https://youtu.be/iDZKVSO3_G0

TCS BaNCS SHOWCASE
Reframing the Future of Finance

TCS BaNCS hosted an interactive session with Jeremy White, Executive Editor of Wired Magazine. In his role, he analyzes and identifies emerging trends and technological shifts that will affect both consumers and businesses.

White spoke about the implications of rapid advances in computing power using several real-world examples: retailers customizing in-person customer experiences; traders seeking out profitable strategies; and law firms analyzing documents at scale. He also described how blockchain enables participants in global ecosystems to bypass legacy intermediaries. Plus, we'll soon see chatbots that can negotiate, decentralized edge computing, and quantum computers that can solve previously intractable problems in minutes.

You can't ignore these technology changes, and you shouldn't miss this session.

Watch the video:
https://youtu.be/PL8kY_Nt4gM

In October, Venkateshwaran Srinivasan, Head, TCS Financial Solutions, and Sourabh Chatterjee, Head, Technology, Digital Sales, Bajaj Allianz General Insurance, participated in an Instagram Live conversation about what goes on behind the scenes of a BFSI core transformation.

Watch the video on IGTV:
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CGhUSL6lJbw

Listen to the audio of Jeremy White's TCS BaNCS Showcase session.